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SUMMARY

An investigation is being made of the feasibility of keeping escape routes

in buildings free of smoke in case of fire by maintaining these areas at higher
pressures than the other parts of the building, thus reducing the risk of entry of
smoke through connecting doors.
This note describes the results of tests conducted in a 3-storey enclosed
staircase and provides some preliminary data for the design of a suitable system.
The pressurization system may be continuously in use ormE\Y..·be brought into operation
in case of a fire either manually or automatically by smoke sensitive devices
The latter appears to offer advantages.
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INTRODUCTION
The escape of occupants from a building in case of a fire is dependent upon
the adequacy of the escape provisions which have as one objective to keep the
escape areas free of smoke and other products of combustion.

This concept is, of

particular ,importance when dealing with high buildings intended for occupancies
such as hotels" offices and flats.

The existing requirements are based on :

assumptions which have not been proved by experimental evidence 'and

a research,

programme is in hand to investigate various aspects of this problem.
The usual arrangement for means of escape is the provision of enclosed
staircases and lobbies, their exaot design depending upon a number of faotors,
isolated from the accommodation by means of fire check doors, L,«, doors which
should be capable of preventing undue penetration of smoke, through the normal
gaps between the door panel and its frame.

In addition measures are adopted

to prevent the lobbies from becoming smoke logged by providing faoilities for
evacuation of,smoke •

Permanent natural ventilation has been used fur this purpose

.... in certain buildings with a single' staircase but this has led to objections on
grounds of discomfort'.

Meana of ventilation can also' be provided which are'

brought into operation at the time of fire by manual operation of removable
glazing or by shutters operated by smoke',.detectors·..

The effectiveness of these

measures' has not yet been proved.
Recently a great deal of interest bB,s been shown in another approach to
this problem, which is based on generatini Jrlgherpressure conditiona in the
.

'.

escape area than in the -rest of the bUilding which can either be a pennanent
feature and would prevent the entry' of smoke into these areas or which can 'be

brought into use in case of a fire by smoke detectors or byraanua), operation.

PlJRPOOE OF THE' INVESTIGATION
As previously remarked an extensive r-esearch pr'ogramme on the movement of

smoke in escape routes is in hand and one of the factors to be investigated is
These, tests' are being conducted in

the pressurization of escape routes.

specially built rooms attached to a four
a small part of a building"

Through the

sto~ey

test building which can simUlate

co~tesy of,Messr~.

Marks and'Spencer

a new store at Peterborough was made available to supplement the research with
full scale tests.

I t was deoided that the opportunity should be taken to

obtain preliminary data on the effect of pressurization of staircase enclosures
on the movement of smoke under various conditions of smoke logging,

DESCRI?rION OF THE TESTS
The tests were conducted in a two storey staircase built along one wall of
the store as shown in Figures 1 and 2.

The enclosed stairs led from the ground

floor to the f'irst'"flaorcwhere a landing was formed by a partition having a
double swing double leaf door leading to offices at one end and a flush hinged
door at the rear connecting to the stock room.

From the rear door the stairs

continued to the second floor canteen and staff room and were enclosed at the
top by a temporary partition with

an

access door.

A temporary natural

ventilation duct, provided with a damper, had been installed at this level.
Door No.1 at ground floor opened into the store and was fitted into a
timber frame witht in. rebates.
floor was similar.

The' rear landing door (No.3) on the first

The double leaf double swing door (No.2) was

and was provided with a floor mounted self closing device.

64 in;

wide

The door clearances

were measured between door edge and frame and door face and st9P (as in sketch overleaf) •

The effective net: gap is' shown below calculated from the Leasez- of

these two clearances.
~ . / ' r face gap'

.

~~~~~
door edge gap
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.,

Effective' net' area of gap between door and frame
Upper half of,
door PE!rimeter
' 10.5 in2

Door No. 1

2
14.1 in .

Door. No. 2
, Door No. 3

0

in2

TO,tal

2
23.0. in
. 2
42.3 J.n,
2
6.0 in

Smoke was produced by two smoke 'generators, specially developed for investigations
on the movement of smoke in which controlled combustion of known types and
quantities of cellulosic materiaLproduces smoke of the type experience,d in,
fires.

The generators do not produce smoke in a quanti ty or ata temperature, ,

normally associated with'fires.

'They do" however, provide a consistent sourqe

of warm smoke forming a useful' tool for experiments and simulating
in the early stage of a fire.

smok~, conditions

Suitable enclosures were provided, bo th on the, ,

ground floor and the first f':l.oor, to house ,the smoke gen(lrators so, that the smoke
produced would tend to enter the staircase rather, than, disperse into the store •. ,
,The smoke density,was measured by special meters located at a height, of
63 in'from the floor in positions adjacent to',the doors as shown i:q,'Figm:es, 1 and

2.
The pressurizationfacilities were provf.ded by the, Building, Researcq:, Station,
who cooperated in this investigation.

,A centrifugal fan, of 3000 c.f.m.,capacity.

was located on 'the second floor ,feeding air into ,the enclosure ,near ",the :f';Loor
level.

The fan was fi,tted with a damper to .corrbr-o.L the supp Iy-of' ,air, ''cand hence

the pressure in the staircase.

The pressure differential across each door was

measured at about mid ,height by means of pressure tubes connected to an' electronic
indicator through multiport valves.
Visual,records to supplement instrumental data were made by observers
stationed at various points inside' the enclosure who were able, .to move out ,when the
smoke 'conditions became unbearable.
TEST RESULTS

Four tests were mads, two with the smoke generators 'on the ground floor and
two with'the generators sited on :tile, first 'floor.

In each, situation one test was

performed without pressurization of the stairs as a control and one test ,with
pressurization.
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The logs of the tests are given ,in Appendix: A ,aru.i the, sIl\oke ,conditions as
measured by various smoke density meters

~re s~o~

in Figures 3 to' 6 together

wi th the pressure differential measurements acrosa the appropriate door.
Test No.1.

In this test'the smoke generators were at groUnd'floor and by

4 minutes light deilsity smoke was visible near 'door No.1.

,There' was very

little smoke on the first floor landing until '12 minutes, though by this time
the lower'stairs were nearly filled'with dense smoke.

The movement of smoke

up the stairs was slow;: there were 'no signs' of stratification, .and, the smoke
was moving up as a solid plug.

As the building was new and had not been "

completel;y dried it is probable thst the smoke lost heat to the ,walls and"
quickly cooled to ambient conditions' thus preventing any appreciable
stratification.

When the ground floor door was opened at 20 minutes the, inrush

of smoke' quickly filled the landing and the upper stairs 111th appreciable
amounts of smoke penetrating the'door No. 2 (Ileter,No., 3 Fig. 3).

'The opening

of the vent at the 'top ·of the stairs at 28,minutes did no,tappear to have ,any
significant effect on the cLe'ar-ance of smoke.

At 40 minutes the staircase was

still smoke logged and could be cleared only by openi.ng .of doors 4 'and 1 at the
top and bottom of stairs.
Test No: 2.

The smoke generators were placed in position 'ailc'shoWn:.ii!Ji'±gwre 1
The sectional area of, the, landing was

near the door No. 2 on the first floor.

twice that of the ground floor staircase and this was partly .r-esponafb.Le for,
the slower rate: at which it filled with smoke, .

By 30, minutes the conditions on

the landing were becoming unbearable and it was only possible to move 'across it
from door No. 3 to the doo r No: 2 with great difficulty;

The. smoke cohditions

on the first floor stairs were slightly wors,e at all times than on' the landing
itself at corresponding times.

It is interesting to note that at ',all" times

very little smoke percolated down the stairs to ground:floor."
Test No.3.

The smoke generators were on the ground floor and after 4 minutes

the fan was sritched oil at full flow.

The light smoke near. the ceiling 'on,: the

landing and in 'the ground floor staircase' was quickly, cleared;, ,When the' flow
was 'reduced at 10 minute's the smoke began to Penetrate through the' ground floor
door No.1. The 'pressure differential across this' door, was ,then increased 'in
.

steps;

'

,

a value of 0.020 in.wg. was found to be sufficient to prevent the,
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penetration of'smoke.
The double swing doors on first floor were opened five times to simulate
the passage,of

~eople

and this had no: significant effect'on the smoke conditions
,

"0'"

:Ion the staircase nor did holding of one leaf at 4.5

.'

.:

for one minute.,

The opening of the ground floor door at 25 minutes resulted in a sudden in-rush
~f smoke ,up the stairs at high level with the fresh air from the fan flowing at

low level in the opposite direction.

When the door was again closed after t:wo

minutes al,though there was medium density smoke at high level, approximately'
.. ..
4 to .5 feet from the floor the air was comparatively clear enabling one to' walk
along the stairs and the first ,:floor, landing in a slightly crouched position.

--

The clearance of smoke after.. the closing of the ground floor door was not rapid
until the flow was increased to the maximum when within five minutes the whole
area

was,~ffectively cleared.

Opening the groUrlci floor with the maximum flow. conditions in the staircase did
not prevent 'the' entry of large quantities of smoke.

Stopping the fan resulted in

the almost complete smoke logging of the staircase in 30 seconds.

Swi tching the

fan on; with the ground, floor door open, resulted in gradual clearance of smoke
first starting at floor level so that wi thin ,8 minutes a space 4 to .5 feet above
the floor on the landing was relatively clear of smoke.

The smoke at high level

was being pushed .baek. more slowly i,n a wedge shape by the fredh air 'stream.
Closing the bottom door resulted j,n a more rapid clearance of smoke at all levels.
Test No. 4,.

In this test thEj smoke 'generators were placed on the first floor' and

as noted in test No., 2 the. emission of smoke into the landing was at a slow rate.
After the fan was switched on at 10 minutes with reduced flow giving a pr-eaaure of
only 0.003 in. wg. there, was no: redUction in the flow of smoke through the gaps, of
door No.2.,

The' pressure was increased in steps to determine the' minimum value

which would stop the flow of smoke through the door;' this' occurred with a pressure
of 0.027 in. wg,_

When the pressure was increased to 0.084 in; wg, the light

smoke in the lobby ~'s rapidly pushed down the stairs and through the ground floor
door.
Opening the ground floor door for a period of 1 minute had no effect on the
smoke conditions in the lobby.

However the opening of one leaf of door No. 2 with
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the fan on resulted in a sudden rush of smoke into the lobby at high level, with

3 to 4 feet from the floor which was below the LevaL of the smoke' meters,
reasonably ciear of smoke.

When the fan was stopped the whole of the lobby and

the upper stairs were smoke logged, but the ground floor stairs remained almost
clear.'
At 40 minutes the door No.2 was olosed and the fan started at full flow.
There was iminediate clearance of smoke starting from the top stairs down and
within 2 minutes it was possible to' enter the first floor landing through the
back door and as before a clear zone near the' floor was observed.

I t took

only five minutes to clear the lobby of most of smoke which was pushed doWn the
ground floor stairs resulting in very light smoke conditions near door No.1.
In another 1.0 minutes the entire stairway was completely cleared.
The pressure was gradually decreased until it was found that 0.028 in. wg.

was just sufficient to prevent the passage of smoke through the gaps in door
No.2.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The series of tests conducted on the 2 storey stair enclosure in the
Harks and Spencer store has provided an opportunity to obtain useful data on
the value of pressurization of enclosures as a means. of keeping them smoke free.
Although the arr8Jl8ement of stairs and the landing was no.t representative of
typ~

either a block of flats or an office

of building the tests have been of

value in indicating the relative importance of various factors which should
fOnD a basis. for future work on this subject.
The tests Without ,pressurization have shown that with normal types of smoke
stop door-s in the closed position sufficient quantities of smoke can penetrate
through the gaps, to render the escape area untenable in anything up to 20
minutes from the' start of a fire.

It is not unknO~ for 'fires' to' remain

undiscovered for this length of time;

on the other hand i f the doors are

partially or fully open the smoke penetration is' at a greatly increased rate.
With a pressurization system as used in'these experiments the passage of
smoke through the, door gaps was prevented.

When however, the door leading to

the fire area was open the maximum air flow rates which were used in this
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investigation were" unable' to"coOJpletely prevent the' inf'low, of."smoke, .al.though a
suf'fiCiently ciearzone close to' the floor, was maintained to'-permi.t, movement along
the 'staircase iri

a crouchedcposition;'"

The opening of doors; other: than, that leading to the fire'; for short periods;
for the passage of people did not appear-rto have any significant effect on the
'overall effeotiveness, of the" pressurization' system.
There are, two possible ways, of' pressurization that may be used in practice:'
both pressurize the escape,routesby'the supply'of fresh air; one on a' continuous
basis' and the othe'r.'as required if 'a fire occur-a,'.

Considering the first method

the pressure differentials of, the order' of 0.028 in'.wg, .; 'seemed adequate to' prevent
the entry: of smoke through the normal door gaps ; .

To counteract any deterioration,'

in the performance of, dooz-sdue to' buckling under heat conditions orvto cope with
doors not fitted. to, a high, standard it would seem desirable,that Rressures of, the
order, of. 0.050' in •. lIg., should be employed.
It would'be difficult to promote this method' in' buildings ,with mechanical

ventilation', systems because comfort requirements demand the introduction of the
conditioned airc'firstly'to the occupied'regions"

The general airflow'direction

in these buildings is towards the corridors and stairways 'which' is' the reverse of
that required, to, keep' these areas clear of smoke.

For this reason the alternate

method will be, the more attractiVe fOr office and: flat buildings provided wi th '
ventilation sYfltems.
With the second metllo d 'higher 'pressures would be required as it is not orily
necessary to prevent the entry of smoke but a'Iao to clear the smoke' 'already,..i n' 'the'
enclosure."

lir:'flOws' providiilg"a pressure of the order' of 0;075' in.

wg'~

appears

to be necesaary to' clear the smoke which may have per-co Ia teddrrtc the -enc'Lcsurie and
to safeguard against 'slight buckling orr-def'crmation 'of doors.
The sizing of such a system is' dd snuaaed in Appendix B" which shows", that for
multistorey b,uilding's" consisting of 30 or more units, the smoke clearance,
parameter: for the,"stairwayswill'be numerica'lly about 4 or '5. .:' This means that
when the air, volume flow per mihute is the same as the volume' of the stairway,' the
clearanoe tiJile,:1:8 4 to 5 ,minutes.
the smoke clearance' ,times

are

For different flow rates on a given stairway'

pro rata., '
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In'the present tests ena ,stairway which can be divided into thI'Ele sections;
the ,fan capacity was '3000 c.f.m. and the stairway volume was approximately
6000 ft 3 and the curve in Figure 7 gives a smok~ clearance time of about 4
minutes;

In practice effective smoke clearance was achieved in about

in test 3 and 7 minutes in test 4.

6

minutes

The difference between the ,predicted and

the test values is believed to be due to the excessive leakage which occurred
through the temporary partitioning adjacent to the fan installation on the
2nd floor.
The impo!tant point to note from the analysls is the rapid, reduction in
smoke clearance parameters when the stairway consists, of very few sections.
In the extreme ~ when only one section appear-a the smoke would clear in 1 minute
for a flow rate of one section volume per minute;

alternatively clearance in

5 minutes could be achieved with onlY 1/5 of this air flow.

This suggests

that considerable reductions can be achieved in the size of fans for, tall
blocks if the air is' introduced at each section, rather ethan one end of the
stairway.
It is important to note' that upon pressurization of an enclosure the,

smoke produced in a fire would travel to other parts of the bullding which are
under lower pressure' conditions and it may be necessary to channel its flow
into' safe zones to prevent entry into parts of, the bulldi,ng where its presence
would be objectionable.

It was noticed in the tests that wheh the staircase

was effectively pressurized, the smoke from the generator was able to' enter·
other parts of the bullding through all available gaps and openings; it was
even able to get behind the suspended ceiling in large quantities.
Further tests are nece88ary to determine the necessary air, flow rates to
establish the pressure conditions for different arrarigements of stairs, in
particular for high buildings.

There is still lack of ,informatio:n on the air

flow conditions in vertical stairoase enclosures in'tall bulldings and the
compatability of normal ventilation reqJirements with those necessary
conditions of a fire' at various levels in the bulldings.,

CONCLUSIONS
The series of tests on the movement of smoke and the effe'ct of
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und~r

pressurization conduoted in the two storey stair enclosure as described in this
report enable the following tentative concllisions to be drawn.
1.

A properly designed system to pressurize the stair enclosures either

continuo~ly

or as required is capable of keeping the area clear of smoke

if the doors are kept olosed.
2.

With continuous pressurization air flows to produce pressure conditioils

of the order of 0.050 in. wg. are capable of preventing entry o,f smoke
th:i'ough the normal door gaps.
3.

With pi'es.surization systeins coming into operation on demand air flClws

of the order of stairwell volume

I,

~r:uli.nut6,lwould-be~reqti.ired"to

existing Il)IlOke in about 5 minutes.

olEi&r. the

IntrOduction of fresh air at more

than one po,int is likely to result in a reduction of this time"
4.

Shor,t, duration opening of doors for the- passage of p80pl,e has no

adverse effeot on the smoke conditions in the eno Loeuze',

5. If the door leading to the fire is fully or partially 0PEln even the air
flows- sPElcified ma.Y not be able to prevent the entry of smoke, but escape
~

still be possible in the early s,tages as a olear zone may exist olose to'

the flOor.
6.

To: minimize the loss of pressure the esca.pe'routes utilizing ,the

pr.essui'1uticin system should be well sealed pSI'tioula.rly when demountable
partitions and oeilings are used.
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APPENDIX A
LOG OF TESTS

Test No.1 •. - Smoke generators on
ground floor - No press.urization

Time

Observation

in operation

00

Smoke generators

01

Visible emission of smoke round door No. 1.-

04

Light smoke·in the vicinity of smoke meter No.• 1.

12

Smoke density in ground floor stairs medium light
smoke on 1st floor landing.

16

Smoke on the stairs becoming dense.

20

Door No. 1 opened - stairs and landing filling very
quickly with dense smoke.

28

Vent opened at top - smoke clearance negligible.

30

Door to smoke chamber on ground floor opened to clear smoke.
End of test.
Stairs· still smoke logged.
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... .
~

. '.

Test No.2. - Smoke generator on
1st::floor on corridor side of' doublEi doors
No pressUrization.

.

Log of test

Time

00

Smoke generators in operation.

02

Whiffs of smoke from the top edge of No.2. door.

Qqc

Smoke emission from the vertical gaps.

05

Smoke collecting near the ceiling of the landing,
emission of smoke from the gaps in the upper part of the
door continues.

10

Smoke density on the landing st ill light, presumably
because of the large area to be filled

21

Rear door of the smoke chamber adjusted to increase
ventilation, emission of smoke into the lobby slightly
inoreased.

30

More smoke in the lobby - it is just possible to walk
down from the 2nd to the 1st flo\lr.

36

Just possible to walk from door No.3 to door No. 2 in
the landing.

44

Vent in the duet at the top of the stair opened smoke emission small.

57

Bod of test.
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Test No.3. -·Smoke generators.on ground floor
Tilne

Obseryation

00

Smoke 'generators in .operation.

02

Light whiffs' of smoke from the edges of the ground floor door.

03 .

Slight, smoke in the whole of the staircase., .

Q4.'

Fan switched On ... full pressure.

06

First floor landing completely cleared of smoke.

07 .

Only light smoke near the bottom of the staircase.
.

,

10

Pressure reduced to 0.009" 'w-g. smoke penetrating through
the gaps' in door No.1.

13

Smoke continues to come through the door in sinallamounts •.

14

Pressure increased to 0.015" wg. - some smoke still
penetrating.'

15

. Pressure increased to 0.020 - noticeable decrease in smoke
penetration.

20

Double swing door No.2. on 1st floor opened 5 times to
simulate passage of people ( 40 second operation) no noticeable
effect on smoke conditions.

21t

Orie leaf of the double swing door opened 45
drop across door No.1.

25

0

slight pressure

Door No.2 closed at.23-/z min.

noor No.1 opened, the air in the staircase tending to push
the smoke back but smoke density increasing rapidly, 4-5 feet
height from the floor level. clear and dense layer along the ceiling.'

27

Door NO•. 1 closed.

Some turbulent .mixing of smoke with

clear air.
30

Smoke conditions on the landing not bearable.

31

Pressure increased to full. (O.O~" wg.)

33

Top stairs clear' of smoke, .light smoke on 1st floor landing•.

34t

Bottom stairs nearly clear.

36

Door No. 1 opened again.

37

Fan output r-educed,
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Test No.3. continued

· Time

Observation

38

Fan stopped - staircase filling with smoke very quickly.

39

Fan switched on, door No.1. open.

42

Top stairs completely clear, 1st floor landing half clear;
bottom stair still smoke logged - visible movement of smoke
down the stairs.•

45

On the first floor landing smoke seen to be coming up
at high level and going down at low level, the flow reversal
occurring near the. rear landing door No.3.

47

~or

No.1. closed - smoke flow in one direction now on

first floor landing at the rate of ~Pl'rorlmately 1 rtlsec
towards ground floor stairs.

The wedge of smoke being

gradually pushed down the stair's.

50

End of test.
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Test No.4. - Smoke gimerators first floor
Time

Observation

00

Smoke' generators in operation.

03

Light whiffs of smoke from the door gaps.

06

0nJy light smoke in the lobby.

10

Fan started, light smoke in the lobby.. '

11

Pressure across door No.2... 003 in. wg. no visible effect on'
smoke.

13

Slight increase in the density of smoke.

1,6

More smoke in the lobby.., pressure increased to 0,,01" no
pron~ced

18?!

effect.

Pressure increased

"1;;0

.0.;028" ; smoke emission from double

doors stopped - There has been no smoke on 1st floor. stairs
for last 5 minutes.
20

Clearance of smoke from the lobby, some of the smoke being
puahed down towards

No.1~·

Pressure increased to max.' (0.084" wg.), lobby cleared of smoke
in 30 seconds no smoke on ground floor stairs either.

30

Door No.1. opened, no emission of smoke from door No.2.'

31,

No. 1 door closed.

35

Door No.2. one leaf opened, layer of dense smoke near the
ceiling.

37

Top of lobby filled with smoke, fresh air flow at low level,
3 .., 4 ft from floor reasonably clear.' Fan stopped.

38

Lobby and top stairs gradually filling with dense smoke ; smoke
density less at low level.

40

Door No•. 2 closed, fan started when the lobby is filled with
smoke"

41

Top stairs:-.getting cleared of smoke, Door No.3. near landing
reasonably clear, other parts' of landing still filled with
dense smoke.
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~est

No.. 4. continued..

Obseryations

Time

42

Visible movement of smoke in the lobby t,oward the ground floor
stairs, smoke still dense in ground floor stairs, no emission
of smoke from door No.2.

45

Only very light smoked.n the lobby and ground floor staircase.

50

Lobby stayfl clear of smoke;

53

F'ressure adjusted to determine the minimum necessary to
prevent penetration of smoke through the door gaps ..

56i

With pressure at 0.028" wg. no emission of smoke from the ,door
gaps.

60

End of teflt.
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Apperidix B
Smoke Clearance 'from a'Multi-:-level stairway'"
A simple analysis for systems using presurrisation techniques
In general, continuous stairways iri'tall buildings can be divided into two

groups:
(1)

Those with the centre of.the well sealed from floor to floor.

(2)

Those with the- well completely open, with the st.airs and landings in a
spiral round the edge.

Considering the first group, the design ensures that air can only pass from
floor to floor via the stair space, making the air passage similar to a helically

ccf.Led tube.

To examine the air fiow 'it is . convena.ent to unwirld this coil so

that we have one long corridor.

In this analysis' the following assumptions have

been made:
(1)

The 'doors are .uniformly spaced: in 'a corridor of uniform cross section..

(2) The'leakage areas and pressure, dif'ferentials across each door are
identical•.
The fresh air supplied does not mix with the smoke already in the stairway.
I f the stairWa;}Tis· made up of n units,.' each consisting of' one door with

leakage area

A~.and
,

a length of corridor, .1 , of cross sectional area,

"

Total volume of s'1;airwell,
Total area of leakage

C = '1. a.' n.
: n.A

Fan air flow

Y

c.f~m.

With the f'an installed at one end of the corridor
the time to clear the smoke to the 1st door is determined by:-.
Volume flow in corridor

= V

Volume of corridor to 1st door= 1. a.'
.'0 Clearance time

=

1. a~
~

=

1. a. n.
V.no.',. '

=,~
C

...

Simirarly,to Clear froiD'1st to 2nd door:-.·
Volume' flow '1st' to end door

= y-Yn = Y'(1,_1)
n
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. =' y(l1-'1) .
n

a, then:-

Volume from 1st to' 2nd door

'.• a •

=

•

• • Clearance time 1st ·to·2nd. door" = .~~1}
-,r

. I.s.n';;

=

V(rr-1'

=:

C.
V(n-1 )

...

• • Total tiDie to clear to' 2nd floor
C

c

.+

:::'Vn

V(~1)

= VC.:(' ii,i·

+

1)
~1

Similarly from 2nd to 3rd door

:::' V........···~··· .:
n

Volwne flow

= .V(~)

n

and the ·total tinie to olear t'o 3rd door
.( 1·
1 . ' . l'
::: -C
V.. -n . .+n-1. +
. n-2

For

th~ 'nt h q,odr.~'

)

by extension', the total time'

'r

(tn
~- (1.'
C.

= T
~

V

1·

,t-~1

1~2· ,+

+.

,1. +.·1'
3

-'+2

~ ..r:~rranging:

l'V

C

:::

1-

1·

.-:

+- '2

1.

3

This ~e cLearancs parameter," ~

.1
--- ":':-~-

,

t.

+ .'1 - .. +.
~1

n'

relating clearance time, stairway

volume air supVly rate', is seen to' be a £'unction only of the numbers of
sections in the stairway. This funotion is' shown in Fig.7 where up·to 40
seotions are conaidered.
For

Btairway~

of 30 or more units it' is' seen that the smoke clearance

parameter tends to a value between 4

the air supply rat e is equal

t.o~·th~

clearance·tima is' 4- to 5 minutes.
inversely proportional to the air

The

.

.

and.·5~

--

III

fact,- this means that when

. .
yolume of the stairway per minute, the

For a given stairway this' time is

supply

rate.

graph also indicat as that when the air from one. inlet supplies only

one or two doors the smoke. cle'Brance p'arameter is much reduced.· . The

-. 17 .-'

advantage of this is that either the smoke can be cleared much more rapidly than
on multi-sectioned stairways or a reduced quantity of air Will suffice to clear
the space in the same time.

It' follows that it, ,may 'be "preferable on
tlill. block
. a,
"...

to introduce' that, air at many po i.nbs a.Long the stair,way ands9 reduce the. ,size of
fan requ1'red. ,-. This-will entail the' installation 'of ducting whiol)"would need to
be desd.gned to ensure 'an even 'distribution of"air .Ln the 'stairway; ,: the.se '
distribution points should be sit 7d midway between the doors to prevent the
formation of moke pockets .in these regions.
This theory is not applicable to open, stairways because the;rmal buoyancy ,
eff,ects .cannot be controlled and these Will cause mixing Qf"thefresh air .and the
smoke.

'However; once the stairway -has been .pre s surised there Will. be no :further

entry of smoke;
the stairway.

any particularly warm pockets of gas Will rise towards the top of
The solution given for this condition assumes complete mixing of

the fresh air supplied and the smoke already present.
Consider a stairWay of total volume
smoke be

x

C at time

and let the fresh air supply rate be

T, let the proportion of

V

Then in time· dT,
Volume of smoke discharged

dx

=

-x VdT
C

.2:

=

- V dT
C

=

-VT
C

··
··

= x V dT

:x

Integratioft;gives:
log x
where

K

rearranging:

+ K

is a constant
x_= e -V T + K
.. C

The limits of the problem are:
at

T =

0,

x

=

1•

i.e. the staircase is initially fully
smok~

·•K

· ·x

=

=

logged

O.
-VT
-Ce

and the proportion of smoke clearance
(1 -x) = 1 -e

-VT
-C- 18 -

This curve is plotted in Pig. 8 and is seen to have an exponential fom.
Visibili ty in a staircase would be unimpaired for escape purposes w:i th a

95 per cent clearance and this figure
value of 3.,

i~dicateB

a smoke clearance parameter

This figure .is independent of the .numbez- of

f?e~~i9nB

on the

stairwBy. '

. ' ..

It is interesting to note the similarity between the values obtained· in.,
these

~:th~orie8

for both open and sealed stairways.

..For both designs it, is

shown, that the introduction of fresh air at rates ,of the order of stairway,
volume' per minute should ensure cLearance of' "smoke in less th,an

~ ~nute'8.
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